Online Furniture and Household Auction
First Lot Ends: Sunday, January 8, 2017 @ 1:00 pm (CDT)
Lot
1
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3
4
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7
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Title
"Skidding" print by W L Jacobs, 40" by 24"
Framed needlepoint print, 40" by 24"
23" by 27" antique frame w/ modern children print
15" by 19" framed Cream Of Wheat ad
18" by 22" framed original oil painting
7" by 13" framed Nutcracker print, L Spivey
Set of 4 9" by 11" framed fairy prints
Lot of 2 framed modern art prints

9 Homer Laughlin Eggshell Nautilus 80+ pc dinner set
10 Japan 85+ pc fine china dinnerware set
11
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Frosted 6 pc juice set, pitcher & 5 tumblers
27" tall stuffed patriotic Humpty Dumpty doll
26" tall Show-Stoppers porcelain doll: Wilma
Lot of 2: 16" Franklin Heirloom porcelain dolls
12" Effanbee composition head doll, cloth body
13" Armand Marseilles #329 bisque head doll

Description
Gold filigree frame
signed Jean, 1985
titled Peace and Plenty
signed Duncan

23" square and 21" by 37" framed size, well matched
prints
Dates from 40's and 50's, very few chips, but
otherwise very nice condition
The better part of a service for 12, with very few chips
and overall very fine condition
Enamel decoration on satin glass
with tags and stand. Like new.
Like new, one with box
Missing one hand
Composition body, sleep eyes, has been restored

17 13" porcelain and cloth doll
18 Old composition head/body 16" doll

Newer body, the head is old
Newer clothing, sleep eyes, overall good condition
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on newer cloth body, sleep eyes
No markings
cloth body
cloth body
with repaired 4" jointed bisque doll

Armand Marseilles porcelain baby doll head…
Vintage vinyl head 24" doll on plastic body
31" handmade nurse doll, pottery head, hands, feet
Isac Italian ivory alabaster doll, 16" tall
Lot of 2 dolls, 12" porcelain head/cloth body doll….
32" by 40" needlepoint baby quilt and pillow
34" by 48" appliqued baby quilt, machine quilted
Lot of vintage baby and doll clothing
13" My Child by Mattel cloth doll, circa 1985
Raggedy Ann and Andy group, with 20" by 34" doll….
Raggedy Ann and Andy group, with vintage plaques,
Lot of 2 Jack in the Box type plastic toys
Lot of 6: Sesame Street toys, 5 by Ilco
12" tall Humpty Dumpty dresser lamp
Lot of 2 wooden toys, Humpty Dumpty and…

With some stains, as shown
with paperwork
quilt, chalkware wall plaque, two tea bag boxes
11" by 14", trinket box and sign
Larger piece is Discovery toys
6th is an Applause music box, Big Bird and Ernie
Marked Originals by Irmi
rocking horse, horse is missing ear

34 Box lot of assorted miniatures, including….
35 Lot of 3 wooden nutcrackers, 10 13" tall
36 24" angel figurine made in Philippines
37 Byer's Choice 2003 Father Christmas figure
38 24" tall chalk Madonna figurine, repaired
39 Gibson Twelve Days of Christmas dinnerware set
40
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Set of 12 Williams-Sonoma dessert plates
Set of 8: individual butter dish with covers
Lot of 3: assorted Santa figurines, composition
Box lot assorted Christmas decorations
Lot of 2: 17" wooden snowman figures
14" glass and metal Santa Claus candle holder
Lot of 2: 20" crocheted Christmas figures
Lot of assorted Christmas decorations
Box lot of assorted doilies and decorative items
3 pc Lilian Vernon porcelain set, dated 1984
Pair of vintage 3" hand decorated shakers
New in box 9 pc doll tea set
Antique china bedpan and urinal
Set of 3: 6" by 7" framed prints
26" by 46" colonial hunt scene tapestry
Fancyland limited edition porcelain music box
19" tall rattan hamper
6 piece wooden village set in basket
Box lot of books, figurines, Avon inkwell
Lot of 7 Disney/other kids VHS movies
Star Wars Trilogy special edition VHS set
Box lot of Radica Games Cube World (11 pcs)
Samsung DV50 digital camera, used with box

63 Lightweight Mizzou scarf and hat set
64 Winnie The Pooh umbrella and bag set
65 Steiff Micki and Mecki 7" hedgehog dolls

66
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Royal Doulton 10" Fox Hunting plate
Victorian silver-plate 14" flower basket with..
Victorian silver-plate 17" flower basket
Cranberry 4" dia. mouth blown, hand shaped vase
Cranberry 6" tall handled basket, with label

71 Canadian cranberry glass 6 1/4" square vase……….

72 Cranberry glass 7 1/2" tall bell, with clear top
73 Cranberry glass 3 1/2" blown glass pitcher

Raggedy Ann, Mickey Mouse and Looney tunes, 30+
items

Part of The Carolers group; holding hammer and paint
brush
76 pieces, service for 12, excellent condition,
including stemware and teapot
Holiday Hot Chocolate plates in boxes
White china, unmarked
including Santas and porcelain figurines

Santa and snowman
Wooden Santa, decorative box, iron trivet

Merry-Go-Round horse, 359 out of 9500
Buildings approx. 9" tall

Battery operated, untested
and instructions, powers up and works, Micro SD card
storage, 16 mega pixels

With original tags, light wear, Mecki's face is cracked,
but hedgehogs are uncommon Steiff pieces

unusual cast iron flower frog
marked Essay, made in Canada
Made in Canada
Clear applied handle, made by Rossi in Canada, blown
glass with rough pontil
with ruffled top, mouth blown, hand formed,
diamond quilted pattern, with original paper tag
Also made in Canada
Clear applied handle, improved pontil

74 Cranberry glass 4" blown glass pitcher

Clear applied handle, ruffled top, polished pontil

75
76
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4 lb. 2 oz size, Missouri distributor
Unmarked, likely German or Austrian, gold trim

Jack Sprat glass Apple-Grape Jelly jar with lid
Vintage porcelain 5 1/2" cologne bottle w/ stopper
28" oak quartz clock, Westminster chime
13" tall cast iron owl doorstop
6" green cased glass vase, ground pontil
10" tall ceramic compost pail w/ 2 pkgs filters
Lot of 3: assorted glassware, two cut blue stems
Amber glass cocktail set

83 Cast Iron Wagner Ware 13" corn stick pan
84 Lot of 4: Pottery pots and bowls
85 Lot of assorted kitchen and bar glassware
86 Lot of assorted kitchen accessory items
87
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Lot of assorted kitchen pans and strainers
West Bend mini chopper and insulated pitcher
Lot of 3 glass and metal canisters
Lot of 2 vintage jewelry boxes, one is wood…
Lot of 2 baskets, approximately 14" tall
Tin wall mount match holder
Black and Decker Firestorm 18 volt cordless drill
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Korcher K2.4O electric power washer, 1400 PSI
Lot of 3 dumbbells, 2 8 lb, 1 5 lbs
26" Popular Mechanics toolbox and contents
Lot of 2 Treegator tree watering bags
Lot of 2: Bessey 24" bar clamps
The original FlipFold laundry folder, in box
Lot of 2: rolling suitcases; Jaguar and Dockers
Men's Tae Kwon Do uniform, jacket, hat, plus
16" tall step trash can
36" chrome corner shelf
Four boxes of assorted, mostly kitchen, items
Four shelves of assorted books: poetry, local,
Two shelves of assorted books, mostly fiction
Lazy Boy blue rocker recliner, lightly soiled
2 pcs oversize chair and loveseat set
Light brown rocker recliner, well used
Assorted solar power yard lights
Tackle box full of fishing supplies & fish basket
Bushnell 7 by 50 binoculars with case
B & B Sure Cry coon squaller
Skil 7 1/4" circular saw
Stanley Aladdin thermos bottle
Lot of assorted new light fixtures….
Metal 30 caliber M-1 ammo box full of…
Antique wood and metal carrier

Applied handle, glass stirrer, 5 cups, pitcher cracked
near handle
RRPCO, Haeger and Shawnee--the latter of which has
small chips
Tovolo ice molds, Coke tray, butter bell and more,
three boxes worth!
11 pieces total

the other is composition

With two batteries, one very weak, and dual charger
No hose or wand
Assorted tools and hose attachments

As seen on TV
light wear
Boy Scout shirt

and 1928 National Geographics

Light overall wear

including Puck lights
Assorted tools
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Hand made steel horse bit
Blue Danube porcelain salt box, wooden lid
Salter vintage bathroom scale
Set of 6 nesting small copper and brass pans
Androc Hand-i-sift flour sifter
Lot of 2 glass Crisco jars w/ hand made beads..
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42" walnut apple stirring paddle
Chatillon & Sons 50# brass front scale
Lot of 2 lamps: one oil, one electric
Pair: Cast Iron 5" tall chicken doorstops
9" Bank of Louisiana, Mo. Advertising thermometer
Box lot of assorted glass fruit jars, bottles, and..
7" tall cast iron goose doorstop
10" wooden cobblers shoe mold
Wooden cat baby brush
Small loom and other needlework supplies
24" by 38" handmade oval rag rug
13" lidded basket full of macramé supplies
Vintage 11" by 17" serving tray
Punched tin spice rack with bottles, 14" tall
12" by 17" framed 1912 baptismal certificate
Box lot of assorted kitchen utensils and items
16" wooden rolling pin
10" by 25" framed, etched glass train scene…
3 piece pottery canister set, California maker
Bamboo handle butterfly net
18" tall stainless steel cream can with lid
Lot assorted dinnerware, incl. Fiesta Amberstone..
Green Opal Thistle tumbler, old, old, old
White Opal Hobnail 4" Fenton vase
6" blown glass ornament
4" tall pewter duck with brass trim
Pair: 7" tall floral decorated canister jars
Two decorative boxes, w/ 6 vintage hankies
Lot of 2: Vitrock range pieces, missing lids
8" tall vintage wooden bucket, heavily…
Cranberry Flash Kent percolator insert
Lot of 8 vintage feed sacks, plus other fabric
10" by 18" retro decorated glass tray
Lot of 7 pcs assorted handmade pottery
Lot of 8 handmade pottery pieces, signed…
Lot 3 pcs, red leather fish purse, Hawaiian bag…
Lot of 4 artistic items
Bird lot: tin chickens, papier mache Easter egg
Three skunks and a mule, ceramic, 2-4" tall
German Hohner Echo harmonica, well worn
Hohner Melody recorder, with case/cleaning rod
42" rain stick
Whitman 1968 cardboard map of U.S.

3" to 5" diameter
Burma Shave lid on one jar is not original and does
not fit properly

Not in working condition
insulator, 7 pcs total

Needs cleaning

Printed in Germany
11 pieces total
window hanging

platter

coated with old paint

Tourist and artist signed pieces
Kate Schreiber, Columbia, Mo
and "produce" boat, cool items

11" by 14", trinket box and sign
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Framed 9" by 11" pair of Jim Darcy prints
Hand made 8" wooden match holder, stone striker
Cast Iron pagoda candle holder, 7" tall
Lot of 2 lamp shades and partial lamp
12" hand made pottery jar, signed C. Greer
Pottery bird house, marked with large B, 9" tall
25" tall butterfly themed tissue holder
Lot of 4: new in box, paper lanterns, battery op
Lot of 2 small granite ware roasters
Lot of 2: glass baking dishes, 8" by 12" and
Calphalon stock pot and Oneida roasting pan
Ball new in package 12 crystal jelly jars
Black and Decker 12 v. cordless Dust Buster
Sentry Supreme 5100 10" by 14" safe, w/ key
Box lot of assorted laundry items
Box lot of assorted Christmas items
Box lot of assorted items--incl soaps and candles
Sony PC-RX410 cassette deck with two DA-S16 …..
Box lot of assorted light bulbs
Two boxes assorted linens and fabrics
Four boxes assorted decorative items
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Lot with cooler, sleeping bag, flashlights, more
Heavy metal 2 drawer letter size filing cabinet
Heavy metal 2 drawer letter size filing cabinet
Hon 2 drawer locking letter size filing cabinet
Heavy duty 5 drawer letter size filing cabinet
Heavy 4 drawer letter size filing cabinet
Heavy 4 drawer letter size filing cabinet
Heavy 4 drawer letter size filing cabinet
Large lot of double sided office cubicle spaces
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Lot of assorted fishing poles, incl Zebco rod/reel
Lot of 15 6 1/2 ft. steel posts, with short pieces
Lot of long handle yard and garden tools, shovel
Lot of 2 shepherds hooks
Lot of 5 long handle yard and garden tools
Garant Nordic series snow shovel, like new
Lot of 2 rubber garden hoses
Lot of long handle yard and garden tools, mop,
Lot of 2 8 pound sledge hammers
Cuprum aluminum 24 ft. aluminum extension ladder
Lot of 18 new horse bits
York barbell/weight set in case
Lot of 4 floor and table lamps and oak chair

10" by 15"
stock pot is 8 quart
Used in box

speakers
including new curtains and vintage needlework
including flower pots, dried flower supplies and
pottery

with key
Locked--no key
Locking and it does have the key
Locking, but there is no key
with dividers, corner desks, cabinets, under cabinet
lamps, counter tops and under counter file cabinets,
all in good condition, with necessary hardware for
assembly. Higher quality 1990's office furniture,
when assembled could look like the final picture

of woven wire
electric fence posts and more

bats, bucket, saws
Model 385, Type III Household

Two floor lamps, one table lamp; all items in lot are
projects
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Small two wheel dolly
Lot: extension cords, drop light, jumper cables
Lot: plastic tub, planters, hand tools
Lot: tackle box of screws, drill, hand tools, more
Lightweight two drawer metal filing cabinet
Lot of 3 pet gates
Lot of 3 invalid pieces; walker, toilet, riser
Lot of 3 plastic stacking storage trays, long tray
30 gallon metal drum and contents
2 horse blankets and horse themed throw
Pair of wooden sawhorses
Riccar 8850 vacuum, with package of bags
Matching pillows and coverlet, needlework
Two 24 oz bags of Poly-fil, one opened
Lot of bath and hand towels and wash cloths
Lot: 6 throw pillows, one cross stitch tablecloth
Three piece maple bedroom set, very good condition
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Oak treadle sewing machine case with….
Walnut veneer single bed headboard only
Small cedar chest, hand made
Large cedar chest, hand made
Lot with box fan, crate, tools, bike carrier
Plastic two door storage cabinet, 35 1/2" tall
Plastic two door storage cabinet, 35 1/2" tall
Wrought iron garden trellis and Garden Of Weeds..
Toy Story "Own The Sky" child's table, 2 chairs
Stapleton painter's stepstool with 3 steps
Concrete bird bath, 2 pieces
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Copper fire pit with wire mesh cover
18" metal implement wheel
Metal floor grate, 16" by 12 1/4"
Approx. 50" long park bench
Weber table top gas grill
29" tall round tile garden table, metal legs
Metal rainbow gazing ball with metal stand
Lot: Lamps, keyboard, figurines, more
62" dresser, solid, but missing trim piece
Sportcraft wood top pool table, 7' long

249 40" by 72" portable seamstress cutting table
250 15" long concrete daschund garden ornament
251 Cherry 54" double drop leaf table, 2 extra leaves
252 Lewisburg Pennsylvania House open hutch
253 Tell City maple corner cabinet, 30" wide
254 Cherry (?) 68" Duncan Phyfe style table…

letter size

Dove tail drawers, solid wood sides; nice looking set
Minnesota brand sewing machine inside

Nice chest, needs attention to the feet
17" deep, 25 1/2" deep
17" deep, 25 1/2" deep
garden ornament
metal frame and legs
paint tray broken loose at one edge
Will need some TLC to reattach top to base, nothing
broken

Wood with cast iron frame
Brand new, never assembled

Very solid and attractive table, complete with balls,
ball rack, 7 cues; ready to use
Very sturdy and solid, drawer and inside storage,
excellent condition
with four captain style chairs. Very solid, small area of
finish loss
44" wide, two pieces, very good condition
glass shelves, lighted, excellent condition
with 8 chairs, brass paw feet, upholstered chairs; one
15" leaf, very good overall condition
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36" tall ornate gilt mirror
25" wide bentwood rattan wall shelf
34" by 40" mirror in antique ornate gold frame
Mahogany top half moon, 30" wide table
42" by 60" quarter sawn oak veneer desk

very good condition
One flaw on scalloped edge
Beautifully refinished, one small strip of missing
veneer

260 Black high back office chair, very good shape
261 Large wood arm chair, with cloth back…

vinyl seat, re-covered and in excellent condition

262 Large wood arm chair, with cloth back…

vinyl seat, re-covered and in excellent condition
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Queen Anne style legs

52" oval drop-leaf coffee table
Pair of padded seat side chairs, vintage
Wrought iron floor lamp, no shade
Small upholstered recliner, very nice
40" pine coffee table with foldup sides
Pair: wooden arm side chairs, upholstered seats
26" by 38" mirrored top black coffee table
Fan back rattan chair, wooden frame, cushion seat
Fan back rattan chair, wooden frame, cushion seat
Wooden stair step floor lamp, Frederick Cooper
Floral pattern, fan back arm chair
Floral pattern, fan back arm chair
Milling Road Furniture maple round table
22" cherry lazy Susan
25" rattan trunk and contents

278 Folding luggage stand
279 33" game table, reversible top
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Oak valet , a little loose
Electric fireplace insert, 1500 watt heater
26" hexagonal end table, oak, made in 60's
Lammerts 48" vanity, chair, headboard; matching
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Lammerts vanity bench, circa 1940's
17" tall elephant urn, appears to be wood
54" mirrored sideboard, repurposed…
Berkey & Gay walnut/gumwood 40" long server
Retro 1970's cabinet with sliding panels
Bose Wave radio/cd player, model AWRCC2
Oak 4 drawer dresser, serpentine front
Haier 900 watt microwave oven
Pulaski Furniture Keepsake gentleman's armoire
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Solid wood armoire, dovetailed drawers
Unique two drawer, four door cabinet, 24" wide
Unique two drawer, four door cabinet, 24" wide
Walnut 2 drawer double drop leaf lamp table
Burled walnut two drawer lamp table

very solid
cut out back, very solid

pecan finish, very good condition
pecan finish, very good condition
Italian made, column base, 42" diameter
3 picture frames and push button phone inside. Iron
hinges and straps
with backgammon, dice and chess pieces. Very cool
table
wooden cabinet
Burled fronts on drawers, inlaid decoration, very
attractive, with minor flaws
needs minor seat repair
Lightweight
painted black with red stripe, striking look!
A little rough around the edges
with remote and owners manual, works well
nice hand cut dovetails and nice carved pulls
Looks virtually unused
Custom cedar back, solid and in very good condition
well constructed and very solid
42" tall
42" tall
top is loose
top is loose, massive glass pulls

298 41" tall metal corner shelf, folding….
299 Set of 4 rolling kitchen chairs

ceramic shelves
oak frame, upholstered seats, very good condition
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45" square oak 5 leg table
18" square oak stand table
Cochrane Furniture 34" maple china cabinet
Lot of 2 pottery pig planters
Six drawer waterfall dresser, repainted …
Sanyo 21" CRT television
White Clad reproduction icebox/microwave stand
Custom made wrought iron stool
6' tall metal framed floor mirror
Kenmore Model 1345 8 stitch sewing machine
Pine desk/sewing table, drop leaf end
18" oval wood frame mirror
Lot of 2 small pine straight back chairs
Set of 6 oak dining room chairs, round back

Two leaves, excellent refinished condition
some assembly required :)
one piece, excellent condition
18" and 14" long
and stenciled, very good condition
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36" tall small pine bookshelf
Swivel 8 gun wooden display rack
18" Gold Medal explosives box
1962 Vess Beverages 12 bottle wooden crate
18" Safety Box Toe Co. wooden box
33" long incense burner
Lot of 2 bird feeders, including blown glass..
Lot of 4 wooden and gourd bird houses
Asst. of animal skulls and antelope horn
White House tin bread maker, patented 1904
Four gallon brown crock jar, no markings
Two quart stoneware canning jar
Small 19" copper wash boiler
Assortment of men's clothing

328 5 foot white cedar potting bench
329 Small pine table, home made, 11" by 22"
330 Oak quarter sawn back rocker
331
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Walnut one drawer lamp table
Pine hall tree with 4 hooks and a cane
Walnut hall tree, 6 1/2' tall, 2 hooks, solid
Danby small microwave
26" oval beveled mirror, maple frame--split
Lot of 8 assorted 3 ring binders & metal organizer
Lot of 8 assorted 3 ring binders & metal organizer
36" by 72" metal office desk, All-Steel brand
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Lot of 4: framed deer prints
Shirley Lacore framed print
Jim Hansel framed wolf print "Night Lights"
8" by 10" framed girl feeding bunnies print

marked Kate's gourds
with book and accessories
54" long when opened

Simply Amish brand--custom made for prior owner;
one chair has two marks on the legs
needs a good cleaning
Illinois Powder Co.
Made in St. Louis
Possibly of religious origin
hummingbird feeder

short hairline
illegible mark on base
missing one handle
with insulated bibs, Army coat and raincoat. All sized
medium
excellent condition, used very little if at all
Great details on this piece and attractive, replaced
seat
top split, nailed, not the original pull+D190

excellent condition, circa 1970s, locking drawer with
key
various sizes
Branson, Missouri, 12" by 16"
16" by 20" framed size

This will be an online only auction with bidding through Hibid. Bidding will end in numerical order with 2 items
ending every minute. If there is bidding activity in the last 2 minutes, the end time will be extended 2 minutes until
there is no further bidding. Extending the end time for an item does not change the end time of the following item,
so there may be several lots ending simultaneously. Use the "Maximum Bid" feature so you don't miss out! Full
terms and conditions can be found at blackandgoldauctions.com. If you have any questions or problems, please feel
free to contact us.
Preview and Pickup is at Black and Gold Auctions located at 6385 Highway 40 West in Columbia, Missouri.
Preview Date:
Saturday, January 7, 2017, from 1-4:00 pm
Local Pickup Date:
Monday, January 9, 2016, from 4-6:00 pm
We Can Ship Or Deliver Any Items For A Fee.

Thank you for participating in our auction!

